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Established in 1999 and based in
Atherton, Manchester, we have built
up a wealth of experience over the
years in design, manufacturing and
installing quality educational
furniture. 

With over 20 years in the industry,
we manufacture and supply top
quality school furniture to the whole
of the UK.

Our aim is to work carefully with the
consumer to bring their design ideas
to life. 

We pride ourselves on using the
finest quality materials to create
bespoke educational furniture to
both primary and secondary schools.

ABOUT US

est. 1999
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Our specialist design team have a
wealth of experience creating
beautiful, functional, eye catching
rooms to meet all your teaching
needs whilst utilizing your work
space.

We use 2D and 3D software to help
you visualize exactly what your
teaching room will look like.
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DESIGN & PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Client consultations and site
surveys
Room layout drawings
Mechanical and electrical
specifications
Materials and specification
advice
Detailed working
specification
No obligation planning,
design and quotation
Auto CAD Drawings
3D Renders
Sectional drawings to assist
the installation
Itemised quotes
Regular site presence by a
project manager

Services we offer:





EDUCATIONAL FURNITURE IN
HIGH SCHOOLS

Lab UK understands that
educational furniture differs
dependent upon the subject. We
cater for all educational furniture
needs regardless of subject and
offer the full FFE package.  

Standard Classrooms
Science Laboratories
Food Technology Rooms
ICT Rooms
Music Rooms
Design & Technology Rooms
Staff Rooms

Subjects

Stimulating students' minds with
exciting school furniture is
something we pride ourselves on.
We offer secondary school lab
furniture systems with every
budget in mind.
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Atlas System
Zeus System

Athena System

Science
Labs
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SCIENCE LABS

Atlas System
The Atlas lab furniture range is a combination of central
service pedestals for gas, power and water, if required,
with loose student laboratory tables.

This system allows for more flexibility within the room
as the position of the lab tables can be reconfigured to
suit both group and individual working.

Additional Fitted laboratory furniture can be installed to
the perimeter of the room with storage for lab
equipment.



SCIENCE LABS

Zeus System
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The Zeus system is a space saving laboratory furniture
solution which combines pupil theory workstations with
gas and power located on sloping TRESPA Top lab panels
to the front of the benches for practical sessions.

Storage units are incorporated below the student
benches, with the services running within, eliminating the
additional costs of service voids in the floor. 

All pupils are front facing focusing on the teacher which
improves concentration and student safety.



SCIENCE LABS

Athena System
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The Athena system locates all services for practical
lessons to the perimeter of the lab. This system can
also incorporate storage units below and above, if
required. Loose student laboratory tables are used
when pupils are completing theory work. These can
be positioned for both collaborative and individual
study lessons.

This is the most cost effective solution when
refurbishing a laboratory as it eliminates the cost of
installing services to the centre of the room.



Fume Cupboards



Worktop in solid grade laminate
with marine edging.
Double 13amp switched socket.
Internal light with switch.
Gas service outlet.
Water service outlet.
Drip cup.
Fan on/off switch with indicator. 
Airflow indicator panel

Our educational fume cupboards
can be supplied with any
combination of solid or toughened
glass viewing panels to the two sides
and/or rear to give excellent all
round visibility. 

They include the following standard
services ideal for a school science
environment:
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These fume cupboards can be
supplied as fixed (on metal
support frames or fitted on clients
bench tops) or semi-mobile with
lockable castors and flexible
connections to the extract system
and services.

We have our standard widths of
fume cupboards, however, they
can be manufactured to clients’
own dimensional requirements
including extra width, depth and
internal height.





Food technology in schools requires great creative
kitchen furniture that can provide shared food
preparation and cooking areas. Our tailored designs
can suit all requirements with a variety of colours
and finishes to choose from.

Our design team will provide you with their expert
knowledge on making the most out of the teaching
room as well as advice on storage solutions to suit. 
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY



ICT areas are specifically designed to enhance the teaching of
computer-based subjects. 

Furniture can be created to any shape or size needed and can
incorporate shaped loose tables using our laminated MDF worktops.

You can choose from a wide selection of colours to suit your current
room decor. 

We can also design your ICT furniture with cable trays to hide computer
wires to give you a clear and safe working environment for your pupils.
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ICT  ROOMS



Teaching walls and media walls are ideal for providing extra classroom
storage and creating a safer, more productive teaching environment.
We can design any size and shape of teaching wall in a colour to match
existing furniture. As we manufacture these ourselves you can have
your teaching wall tailored to you and can include bespoke storage for
your classroom.
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TEACHING WALLS

Provide efficient storage with the
classroom
Cables and wires can be hidden away
Utilizes the space in the classroom

Features:
TVs
Whiteboards
Interactive Whiteboards
Sinks
Cupboards/Drawers/Tray Units

Teaching walls can include:
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STORAGE UNITS
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Lab UK manufacture all types of different storage
solutions to suit the individual client. These can include
fixed or mobile storage units suitable for a range of
teaching rooms.

Storage units can be cupboards, drawers or a mixture of
the two. They can also be open to include trays if
needed.

Because we manufacture our own storage units, we are
not limited to standard sizes and therefore can make
bespoke furniture to fit your teaching room perfectly. 



Our tray units are the perfect storage solution for the
modern classroom environment. They are compatible
with Gratnells Trays and can be made fixed to be stand
alone items or under benching. They can also be made
with castors for a mobile option. 

Also available in metal storage tray racks.
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STORAGE UNITS

Tray Colours



BOOKCASES AND
BOOKSHELVES

Books are so important
to children's learning.
The bookcases and
shelving we offer are
made to last. They are
made with 18mm solid
wood MDF to ensure
they are sturdy enough
for a busy school library
or classroom. We also
manufacture our own
tall storage cupboards
which are great for
storing equipment.
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Bookcases can be made
to any specification with

a range of colours
available.



Loose Furniture



Titan One Piece
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Sizes:

Also available in 4 Leg, Skid Base and Antibacterial

3-4 Years 4-6 Years 6-8 Years 8-11 Years 11-14 Years 14 Years +

The Titan one-piece chair is the first
choice for many schools due to it
being extremely robust, easy to clean
and maintain and easily fits into the
cost criteria of many schools in the
public education sector.

Chair colours are bright and fit into
many different teaching environments. 
The chairs are tested and fully
compliant with BS EN1729 Parts 1 & 2.

Chairs have no sharp edges or metal
components, this means they are
completely child friendly.

The unique anti-tilt leg system
prevents children leaning back on their
chairs. 
Lightweight and portable with hand
hole in the backrest for easy lifting.

Stack up to 12 high for space saving
storage. 

There are 5 seat heights to choose
from to suit all age groups and are
offered in a variety of different colours.





As well as our
classroom chairs, we
also offer stools and
high chairs. These are
great for classrooms
such as science labs or
classrooms where the
workspace is at a
higher level. 

We offer a modern
looking Titan lab stool
and the Titan high
chair. These are great
for longer lessons as it
provides students with
back support.

Our skid base stool
offers a robust  anti-tilt
design that is great for
your students safety.  
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LAB STOOLS



We can provide soft seating for receptions,  breakout areas or
staffrooms that not only give a great first impression but also
offer great comfort for both pupils and staff. 

Tha PISA range comes with a choice of arm or no arm.
Matching table with either glass top or laminate top is also
available. 
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SOFT SEATING

 PISA

BRS

The BRS range offers
great versatility as this
is a modular system to
make the furniture to
suit the shape desired
for your room. Also
available in concave
and convex segments
as well as corner pieces
and matching tables. 



Another example of modular soft seating that can give a
breakout area a fun and modern look. The Lunar plus comes in
a plethora of shapes to create an interesting seating solution. 
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 LUNAR PLUS



Fully Welded
Table
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Our fully welded tables come in a range of vibrant colours to
match any classroom. 

Made from Solid 18mm MDF tops with high pressure laminate.

They come in a variety of heights to accommodate age 3 and
over.

Sizes:

3-4 Years 4-6 Years 6-8 Years 8-11 Years 11-14 Years 14 Years +

460mm 530mm 590mm 640mm 710mm 760mm
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TEACHER DESKS

 Our teacher desks include an
integrated modesty panel at the
back and a suspended drawer unit
with a choice of 3 or 4 drawers.
Drawer units are lockable. 

Desks can also include cupboards, a
mixture of drawers and cupboards
or 2 drawers/cupboards on either
side of the knee space. 

Teachers spend a large portion of their working hours within the
classroom, therefore it is essential that they have a desk area to
perform multiple functions.



Schools need to cater for all pupils. Our height adjustable
tables are disability discrimination act compliant. They
are made to last using solid 18mm MDF tops with a high
pressure laminate and a side crank handle to manually
adjust the height. They can be made to any size and in a
variety of colours to suit your classroom. 
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Height Adjustable Tables
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LOCKERS

FULL HEIGHT STEEL LOCKERS
Stylish and secure storage solutions for your environment.
Lockers lift the atmosphere with these bright and
contemporary colours. These are manufactured in the UK to
the highest standards using ACTIVECOAT, the high tech anti
bacterial coating.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Lockers are designed and manufactured in the UK, conforming
to BS 4680:1996 ‘Standard Duty’, ISO 9001:2000 and
Environmental Management System ISO 14001:2004 





UNIT F2,
COAL PIT  LANE,

ATHERTON,
M46 0FY  

Monday: 07:30-16:30
Tuesday: 07:30-16:30

Wednesday: 07:30-16:30
Thursday: 07:30-16:30

Friday: 07:00-13:00

OPENING HOURS

Email: info@labuk.co.uk 
Tel:  01942 893 223

WWW.LABUK.CO.UK


